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Electronically managed telecom infrastructure
software is the world’s best known and most widely
used system to manage information about telecom
communications systems in telephone exchange
exchanges, telephone switching and switching
equipment. EMCO Network Inventory Professional
allows you to see the health of your telecom
infrastructure in a quick, efficient and convenient
manner. Use EMCO Network Inventory Professional
to: Collect all the details about your entire telecom
infrastructure and find the necessary information
about each of your telecommunications systems and
its devices in a unified and detailed format. Review
the data in the individual systems, such as the
number of lines that are installed in each, the state
of all the components, the configuration and the
number of active and disconnected lines, and
analyze it to see which of the installed lines are
active and which are inactive. Setup which of the
exchange installations and the central exchanges
belong to which of the exchange types and systems
and provide the necessary details about the installed
numbers and devices, such as the nature of the lines
and their configuration. Provide you with a detailed



overview of all the telecommunications systems that
you manage, which allows you to track them and
identify issues regarding their performance. EMCO
Network Inventory Professional provides all the
necessary information about telecommunications
systems in a single, easy to follow and very intuitive
interface. EMCO Network Inventory Professional
allows you to view and analyze in detail the
information pertaining to all telecommunications
systems and devices in the telecom infrastructure.
Thanks to the detailed system information, such as
the number of lines, types of lines, the number of
connections in each of them, and the types of
connections and their status, you can view and
analyze the system status at any time in a thorough
manner. Detailed overview of telecom infrastructure
and telecommunications systems. Analyze the status
of the installed lines and devices, and track their
performance. Visualize the status of
telecommunications systems on a graphical
interface, and generate an overall performance
report about the telecom infrastructure, to make
sure that all lines are active and the system as a
whole is performing well. Perform a detailed
maintenance of the telecom infrastructure and its
systems. View and analyze the performance of the



telecommunications systems in a thorough manner.
Recognize and solve potential issues in the telecom
systems. Create a detailed maintenance and backup
plan for the telecommunications infrastructure and
its systems. The number of calls that have been
blocked, the estimated time of their arrival at their
destinations, the average waiting time, the number
of calls that failed to complete their journey, and the
locations and telecommunication companies that
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KEYMACRO is a tool that enables the use of
keystrokes in macros. It may be used as a one-time
recorder or as a build-in-program for other software.
It works with.SCR or.RAW-files. LocalAccess
Professional is a local area network (LAN)
troubleshooting software application that enables
users to perform a range of network and local area
network (LAN) operations with ease. It provides the
user with a simple means of sharing files, as well as
getting complete access to any shared files. All-in-
one Network Management solution With



LocalAccess Professional, you can manage multiple
servers, workstations and laptops in a LAN
environment. For example, you can organize the
network by selecting your local area network's
topology. Then you can scan for the network and its
subnets, manage multiple IP addresses, scan for the
active and inactive computers, perform network
installation, share files, monitor the devices in the
LAN, manage the routing tables and perform basic
LAN operations. The program is bundled with other
useful tools such as a scan tool, a network
performance analyzer, and a remote access tool.
Advanced features, flexibility and the ability to build
your own interfaces The program is quite flexible in
terms of its features and its ability to accommodate
customized interfaces. It features a highly functional
interface and is capable of adapting to the growing
needs of its users. In addition to that, users can
easily perform network installation, manage routers
and access points, perform troubleshooting tasks,
manage and monitor the network, modify firewall
settings and perform basic LAN operations. The
program is totally compatible with Microsoft
Windows 7, 8 and 10. It is available in multiple
languages. For the users that want to make the most
of the tool, LocalAccess Professional is a program



that will be very useful. KEYMACRO Description:
KEYMACRO is a tool that enables the use of
keystrokes in macros. It may be used as a one-time
recorder or as a build-in-program for other software.
It works with.SCR or.RAW-files. Application Control
Professional is a program which lets you control
applications installed on your computers. With this
program, you can limit the use of installed programs
to your own needs. You can launch any application,
even a user-defined one, and pause, reset or
suspend the execution of the program. Remotely
monitor and control programs You can remotely
monitor the performance of applications running on
your computers 2edc1e01e8
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EMCO Network Inventory Professional - An easy-to-
use application that facilitates the management of
PCs. It provides comprehensive data on the
information of your PC, such as OS, drive and
printer. You can schedule routine tasks and the
application will execute them automatically, at your
specific time, or on the basis of the current date.
You can create a detailed report of your PC's
hardware configuration, perform automatic backup
and print them. Key Features of EMCO Network
Inventory Professional: Scan, export and import
files, create network maps and network inventory
reports. Network inventory checks the status of all
the connected networks and supports Windows,
Linux and Mac OS. Manages multiple networks
easily, there is no limitation on the number of
networks to be managed. A customizable interface
with three tabs, each corresponding to a main
window. Preview and print the report in PDF format.
What's New in EMCO Network Inventory
Professional 12: • Include RAM in information. •
New options in scanning. • Reduce time for
information scan. • Support for NAS drives. •
Support for third party scanning applications.



System Requirements for EMCO Network Inventory
Professional: • Available space to install the
application must be at least 550 MB. • EmCO
Network Inventory Professional has been tested on
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10 operating
systems. File Download Links: Download EMCO
Network Inventory Professional : Buy EMCO
Network Inventory Professional More links EMCO
Network Inventory Professional v2.1.1.34.1085
EMCO Network Inventory Professional
(v2.1.1.34.1085) is a software application which
provides users with a simple means of gathering
important details about all the computers in your
LAN, and generating reports. Hassle-free setup and
well-organized interface You are required to go
through a quick installation process, which does not
offer to download any products that are not actually
necessary for the program to run fully. Once you are
done with it, you come face to face with a well-
structured and clean GUI, as it consists of a menu
bar, a few buttons, a folder structure and a pane in
which to display details. In addition to that,
extensive Help contents are incorporated thus
making sure that both power and novice users can
find their way around it, without encountering
issues. Scan the local area network First and



foremost, you are required to scan your LAN, so as
to detect all available computers
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What's New In?

EMCO Network Inventory Professional is a software
application which provides users with a simple
means of gathering important details about all the
computers in your LAN, and generating reports. The
article can be read in the following languages:
English, Español, Deutsch, Français, Português
(BR), Polski, Русский, Türkçe, ไทย and 官方简体中文网 (zh-
tw) [EMCO Network Inventory Professional] EMCO
Network Inventory Professional is a software
application which provides users with a simple
means of gathering important details about all the
computers in your LAN, and generating reports.
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Hassle-free setup and well-organized interface You
are required to go through a quick installation
process, which does not offer to download any
products that are not actually necessary for the
program to run fully. Once you are done with it, you
come face to face with a well-structured and clean
GUI, as it consists of a menu bar, a few buttons, a
folder structure and a pane in which to display
details. In addition to that, extensive Help contents
are incorporated thus making sure that both power
and novice users can find their way around it,
without encountering issues. Scan the local area
network First and foremost, you are required to
scan your LAN, so as to detect all available
computers and information pertaining to them. This
is possible by providing the IP range that interests
you or by inputting the domain. You can also
manually add machines or import them from CSV
files. Impressive information retrieval and
generation of professional reports You can bring up
hardware information, such as total memory, logical
drives, connected printers, video card, motherboard
and processors, as well as some details regarding
the software and system. For example, you can view
the OS version, build number, install date, serial
number, version, system up time and username. In



addition to that, you can view a list of all installed
applications, updates necessary, shared items,
monitors connected, CD drives, running processes,
startup commands, networks cards, environmental
variables, memory banks, scheduled tasks and user
accounts. All these details can be edited, machines
can be edited and you can generate professional
reports, preview and print them with just a few
clicks. Conclusion The CPU and memory usage is
low at all times and therefore, the computer’s
performance is not going to be burdened and you
can run it alongside other programs, without facing
difficulties. The response time is good, the interface
is suitable to all users and there are sufficient
options to keep you busy for quite a while. All in all,
EMCO Network Inventory Professional proves to be
an efficient piece of software when it comes to
creating an inventory with information pertaining to
PCs from your LAN. Description:



System Requirements:

Supported OS: Designed to work with any supported
operating system, this title has been tested with
Windows Vista 32bit, Windows XP 32bit, Windows
XP 64bit, and Mac OS 10.5.6 (Lion) and 10.6.7
(Snow Leopard) Mimics the real thing! With the
physics-based gameplay of Virtua Tennis on the Wii
Virtual Console, Virtua Tennis Evolution takes you
on a journey into the world of the real tennis. The
game features 18 fully licensed and ranked players,
including:
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